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◆ SELECT
Properties
Command : ch (Properties)

NOTE

Properties Location

-. Command
1. _CH
2. _PROPERTIES
3. CTRL + 1
Drag

-. Drag the Properties panel and move the mouse
to the left or right of the program
-. Once it is located, it will be created at the end of the replay
when you exit the Properties window.
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◆ SELECT
Properties -1
Change in Properties

1
2
1

Selection List
Show selection list when click

Change to Circumference 400

Select Entity

2

Number of selected entity

PICKADD

PICKADD = 1

PICKADD = 0

Add to Selection

Select only one

Change to Diameter 200
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◆ SELECT
Properties -2

Properties_change.dwg OPEN

Properties

Properies apply

Training
In the Properties, change
the color and shape of the
dimension text, dimension line,
arrowhead.

Change
the color and shape of the dimension text,
dimension line, arrowhead.

Confirm Settings Change

NOTE
-. The function is a temporary
change.
-. Used to change a small
number of dimensions.
-. Changes are possible but
not applied when redrawing.

해당 항목 변경
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◆ SELECT
Quick select-1
Qselect execution
Command : qselect

1

Selection List
Click the icon and
execute qselect with the entity
selected

1

-. Quickly select using common
properties of entity.
Reasons for two selection states

-. Reduce the time to select

1. If you select only partial
2. If there are many entities in the
drawing space(Take a long time)

Exclude from
new selection set
2

Select all except setting
values such as entity / type /
properties

2

Operator
Object : Circle
Properties : diameter
Operator : <Smaller
Value : 50

Append to current
selection set
Select additional, including
previously selected entities.

After selecting circles with a diameter of 50 or less,
you can change the diameter at the properties
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◆ SELECT
Quick select -2

Plan.dwg OPEN

Qselect execution

Use quick select

Training
Change the text color at
once

Green text -> Cyan text

Change the color of text

Properies change

Color : Cyan Color Selection

Check Select

Select entities that match the item
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◆ SELECT
1

Top Items

2

Filter -1

Sub items
Button click

Command : fi(Filter)

Subitem List

1

Activate when selected

Delete

Clear List

Delete a selection of a list

Delete all items in the list

2

3
4

3

Save As

4

Delete Filter List

-. All items on the list can be
saved as specific name
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◆ SELECT
Filter -2

Plan.dwg excution

Use filters
FILTER execution

Training
-. Set the type of text filter
you want to select
-. Run save as
after setting the filter.
Confirm Select

Select only green text.

Select

Object-> text
Drag

Layer -> I-TEXT
Save as- > Room

Selection of Window or Cross
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